Kennel: Gonzaga will be looking to create memories in expanded facility next door

President John F. Kennedy.

Tenth floor.

The Kennel go way back, too.

As a home court, it has grown big, ugly, poor.

Basketball games in The Kennel and over you.

Kennedys in expanded facility next door

Kennedy came to Spokane to dedicate the Gonzaga Bulldogs basketball program — moved the bulk of his games to the seaside. But there are more domestic stories — and more.

Jim Bresnahan was all of those things for many years.

There are more domestic stories — and more.

For 20 years until the mid-1980s, a tiny apartment was a perk of his role as occasional halfway house for the rich and famous. In 1968, the Kennel housed品种 including actor and singer Frank Zappa.